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Abstract

of detail describing the constituent computer, sensors, actuators, and custom electronics. The software architecture
and algorithms for navigation, manipulation, and vision, are
presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the science
data gathering capabilities of the rover, and present some
measurements obtained with it. Finally, Section 6 describes
our construction of a Mars-like outdoor test area, and initial
rover test conducted in it.

This paper provides a system overview of a new Mars rover
prototype, Rocky 7. We describe all system aspects: mechanical and electrical design, computer and software infrastructure, algorithms for navigation and manipulation,
science data acquisition, and outdoor rover testing. In each
area, the improved or added functionality is explained in a
context of its path to ight, and need within the constraints
of desired science missions.

2 Mechanical Design

1 Introduction

As shown in Table 1, Rocky 7 is approximately the same size
and mass as MFEX. It also has the same number of degreesof-freedom (DOFs), but with more functionality. Figures 2
(a) and (b) show how this is accomplished by a new wheel
con guration, and an integrated mini-manipulator.
Like MFEX Rocky 7 employs a rocker-bogie six wheel
con guration 2]. However, unlike its predecessors with four
corner steering, Rocky 7 only has steering capability on two
corners, driving like a car or fork-lift. Also, the wheels on
each rocker have been moved close together. While not
greatly reducing its step climbing capability (approximately
1.5 wheel diameters), this con guration creates the possibility of mechanically or electrically controlling these two
wheels together. In this way, the number of DOFs for mobility has been reduced from ten to six. The cost of this
change is an inability to turn in place about the center of

In 1996, NASA will launch the rst of a series of spacecraft
to revisit the planet Mars. This Path nder1 lander will
contain the Microrover Flight Experiment (MFEX), a 12 kg
six-wheeled mobile robot which will venture out from the
lander, taking pictures and positioning a science instrument
against designated soil and rocks.
Subsequent to this mission, there are plans to return to
the surface of Mars every 26 months through 2005. It is
anticipated that MFEX will demonstrate the viability of
mobile robot exploration of Mars, and longer range surface
traversals with more instrumentation will be desirable in
the follow-on missions. Therefore, we are investigating next
generation rovers with more mobility, autonomy, and functionality.
Recently we have completed construction and demonstration of a new prototype, Rocky 7, as shown in Figure 1. Compared to its predecessors, this microrover features 6]:
Modern computer system with real-time operating system
Recon gurable software development environment
Bi-directional stereo vision navigation
Mini-manipulator for sample acquisition and pointing of
integrated science instruments
Less locomotion actuators for mass and complexity reduction
Pointable solar array for greater power collection
Comparable low mass and size
This paper provides a system overview of Rocky 7 and
gives details on each of the advances it includes. In Section 2 we describe speci cations and construction of the vehicle and its manipulator. Section 3 provides a similar level

Figure 1: Rocky 7.

1 http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.gov/
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Dimensions (cm)

61 49 31
13
41 27 15
33
16

wheel diameter
chassis volume
arm reach
ground clearance

Mass Total (kg)

Item
CPU
A/D conv.
Digital I/O
Ethernet
Adaptor
Framegrab
Backplane

11.5

sensors
computer system
motors
structure
batteries
solar panel (optional)

Power Requirements (W)
computer system
sensors
motors (nominal)
power conditioning

Max Speed (cm/s)

1
2.5
2
4
2
2
28
6
8
6

NAV.
SCIENCE
INSTRUMENTS SENSORS

BATTERIES

Comment
33MHz 16MB
32 chan.
3UVME/PC104
2, B/W
7 slot 3UVME

an integrated spectrometer. The end-eector of the arm has
two independently drivable scoops, which can rotate continuously. In this way, they can be positioned as a clamshell to
scoop and store soil samples, or back to back to form a parallel jaw gripper with side tongs allowing rock and cylindrical
instrument grasping. Also, when rotated together through
360 , they deploy a white target stored in the fork of the
end eector. This target is used for calibrating a built-in
spectrometer.
Figure 10 shows how the optical path for this point spectrometer is integrated into the end-eector. One scoop rotates on a hub that is partially recessed inside the hub of
the other scoop. Each hub has a small hole in it. For one
relative angle between the scoops, the holes align and open
an aperture. Inside the hub of the scoops, is a mirror at
45 tilt, de ecting the light to another mirror at one end of
the rotation axis of the scoops. This second mirror de ects
light into a ber, and back to a spectrometer in the chassis.
The spectrometer light path, as well as motor wiring
without service loops, is enabled by a new joint design created for Rocky 7 10]. In addition to having a cylindrical
opening along the axis of rotation, this design is a nonbackdrivable, high torque, right angle gearbox. It has been
used on all four arm joints, as well as the two steering joints
of the vehicle.
The last DOF of Rocky 7 is used for pointable solar panel.
Instead of the at, xed solar panel used by MFEX, Rocky 7
employs a version which is tilted to the average sun angle
in the sky. In medium to high latitude missions with clear
skies, a rover on Mars will need to track the sun to absorb more light by its solar panel. We utilize a single DOF
panel to demonstrate this capability with minimal added
complexity to the system.

48
30

COMMUNICATIONS

CUSTOM
ELECTRONICS

Model
VPU-40
VADC-20
VPAR10
DLAN
DPC104
CX104
J1BUS

Table 2: Rocky 7 computer system.

Table 1: Rocky 7 speci cations.
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(b)
Figure 2: Rocky 7 top and side views.

3 Electrical Design

the vehicle, as with four corner steering. Instead, the nominal rotation axis for Rocky 7 is located mid-way between
the double wheel pairs. (Tank steering can be used to approximate turn in place operations, but the extensive wheel
slippage corrupts odometer information, and causes the vehicle to sink into soft soils like those expected on Mars.)
The four DOFs saved with the new wheels con guration
have been used for a manipulator that can sample soil or
rocks, and point or bury science instruments. This small
arm has a two DOF shoulder that can store it across the
front of the chassis, reach down to 10 cm below the surface,
or move in a conical fashion in front of the vehicle to point

The internal arrangement of the electrical subsystems of
Rocky 7 is shown in Figure 2 (a). The components of the
computer system, navigation sensors, and custom electronics are detailed in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Their power requirements are outlined in Table 1. It is apparent that the
computer system is the largest user of power and space.
The selection of this system was governed the desire for
speed in both development and experimentation with the
rover. For development purposes we desired o-the-shelf
(OTS) hardware, and a commercial hard-real-time operating system (Wind River Systems' V xW orksTM). Both
2

Item
Camera
Accelerometer
Angular Rate
Sun Position
Spectrometer
Laser Pointer
Motor/Enc
Motor/Enc
Fan

Vendor
Super Circuits
Lucas Schaevitz
Systron Donner
Lockheed Martin
Ocean Optics
SDL
Maxon
MicroMo
Micronel

Model
PC-8P
LSMP-2
QRS11
WASS
S1000
7432-P2
RE025
1219,1331
F62LM00

Comment
4, 120 fov
3, 2g
100 =s
prototype
360-850 nm
680 nm
6, wheels
4, arm/steer
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TELEOPERATING

Vendor
National
Unitrode
Maxim
Comp Prod
Panasonic

Model
LM629
L298D
MAX454
various
P-120AS

"CALIB_WHEELS"/
PreCalib()

"LOCALIZE"/
PrePosUpdate()
POSITION_UPDATING

IDLING

"GO_VIA"/
TurnTowardGoal()

CSFSM_ALWAYS_STIM/
PostCalib()

CALIBRATING

"GO_VIA"/
TurnTowardGoal()
AT_GOAL

Table 3: Rocky 7 actuators and sensors.
Item
Motor Control
H-Bridge
Video Select
DC/DC conv
Batteries

"END_TELEOP"/
PostTeleOp()

"BEGIN_TELEOP"/
PreTeleOp()

GOTO_IKIN

"NAVIGATE"/
NavFunc()

OBSTACLE_DETECTING

NOT_AT_GOAL
CSFSM_ALWAYS_STIM/
InverseKin()

Comment
13 used
7 dual
dual 4 chan.
12 5 15V
4/5Af NiCad

GOTO_MOVE

CSFSM_ALWAYS_STIM/
PreSteer()

"DONE_DRIVING"/
PreObsDetect()

STEERING

"DONE_STEERING"/
PreDrive()

DRIVING

Figure 3: Rocky 7 \Navigation" state machine.

4 Software

Table 4: Rocky 7 custom electronics.
have a direct path to ight in a new low power/volume/mass
Advanced Flight Computer (AFC) system being developed
at JPL 1]. For experimentation, higher computation rates
(and thus greater power consumption) are desirable to enable more ecient use of the researchers' time.

4.1 Architecture

Rocky 7's software architecture is based on the framework
provided by Real Time Innovation's ControlShellTM
and NDDS TM 11]. Control Shell facilitates the creation
of C++ software modules which are connected into asynchronous nite state machines, and synchronous data- ow
control loops. NDDS is a Network Data Delivery System,
which enables communications between Control Shell processes, as well as separate user applications.
In Rocky 7, asynchronous activities are initiated by a
queue of operator commands. On-board the rover, these
commands cause state transitions in one of three state machines: Navigation, Vision, and Manipulation. For example,
Figure 3 shows the Navigation state machine. Each state
transition runs the execution method in the C++ object labeling the transition arrow. State machine transitions are
often used to begin the execution of synchronous processes
which perform monitoring and control of the Rover's subsystems. For instance, Figure 4 shows a data ow graph
used to con gure Rocky 7 for measuring the vehicle state.

The sensor suite of Rocky 7 is a superset of those on
MFEX. The accelerometer and angular rate sensors are exact copies. The motor encoders are similar. The CCD cameras are OTS products, instead of the custom ones used on
MFEX. These items also have a new ight counterpart that
is under development for future missions | the Active Pixel
Sensor 5]. Similarly, the spectrometer is an OTS instrument
integrated for demonstration purposes. Flight counterparts
are being developed by several scienti c teams interested in
participating in future missions. The sun position sensor is
a prototype that has been developed for Rocky 7 by Lockheed Martin. Its addition provides a new capability for Mars
microrovers: absolute heading measurement, replacing the
estimation done via integration of the angular rate sensor
signal.
Rocky 7's custom electronics performs power distribution
and conversion, motor control, and video signal selection.
The power conversion components are OTS and have ight
counterparts. The variable speed motor controllers provide
an improvement over the switched power bang-bang control used by MFEX. For example, Rocky 7 can move any
increment in distance and turn without slippage about any
radius. Potential ight use of these OTS motor controllers
is being explored, as well as functional replacement of them
by Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) available on
the AFC. Video selection circuitry is required on Rocky 7
because of the multiple sets of analog stereo cameras, but
will not be needed with digital APS-based cameras. Finally,
rechargeable OTS NiCad batteries are used to supplement
or fully replace solar power on Rocky 7, due to dependability
and the extra power requirements of the computer system.

4.2 Operator Interface

GCTL, our \ground control" operator interface software,
enables the creation of a task queue for the rover, and sends
the commands one at a time as each previous command is
completed successfully. While commands exist for activities of manipulation and vision, typical task queues consist
largely of way-point commands for navigation. To create
a list of way-points, a graphical user interface enables the
user to select three dimensional points via interactive stereo
correlation of a pair of lander images, as shown Figure 5.

4.3 Navigation

One at a time, way-points are provided to Rocky 7, which
employs the Rocky 3 navigation algorithm to navigate to the
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VehMtrUpdateInterval

VehMtrDirection

VehMtrOutputMask

1. LOCALIZATION
measure global rover position from lander
2. WAY-POINT
set new reference position from task queue
3. TURN-TO-GOAL
if position error is small
goto 1
else
turn in place toward goal
4. OBSTACLE-DETECT
measure terrain in front of rover
5. TURN-IN-PLACE
if obstacles center or left and right
turn nominal rotation right
goto 4
if obstacles left/right
if previous obstacle right/left
turn half nominal rotation right/left
goto 6
else
turn nominal rotation right/left
goto 4
6. THREAD-THE-NEEDLE
if obstacles center
move total alley length straight backward
goto 4
else if obstacles left or right
move nominal translation straight forward
increment total alley length
obstacle_detect
goto 6
else if obstacles clear
move nominal translation straight forward
goto 4
7. LOOP-TO-GOAL
if orientation error is small
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Figure 4: Rocky 7 \Vehicle State" data ow graph.

Figure 5: Selecting way-points with GCTL.
desired location 7]. This algorithm is outlined in Figure 6.
The current parameter values for this algorithm are given
in Table 5.
Step 1, localization, is necessary to update the rover's
sense of its position in the environment around the lander. This value accumulates error in between updates due
to wheel slippage and angular rate sensor drift. Whereas
MFEX employs manual estimation of the rover's position
and orientation by an Earth-based operator, we employ
automatic localization by viewing a colored-cylinder on
Rocky 7 12]. To enable operations outside of view of the
lander, we intend to upgrade this method by obtaining the
position and orientation of the rover from a radio beacon
and sun sensor.
Steps 2 and 3 are self-explanatory. Step 4, is described
in the next section.
Step 5, describes how the rover will incrementally turn

Figure 6: Rocky 3 navigation algorithm.
in place searching for a clear path, after having encountered
an obstacle. A clear path is de ned as an obstacle free path
wider than the turning circle of the vehicle. However, in
some terrains, this de nition can be over restrictive. Figure 7 (a) illustrates the situation of two obstacles between
which the vehicle can drive, although they are within the
turning circle. The rover is the rectangle, the circle is its
turning envelope, and the triangle is its sensing envelope.
In its initial orientation (solid lines), the rover will detect
an obstacle in the left shaded region. It then turns incrementally right (dashed lines) and detects another obstacle in the
right shaded region. In this case, the rover will remember
its current state, turn halfway back to the left attempting
4

Parameter
Value
nominal translation
0.25
nominal rotation
0.5
small orientation error
0:0  0:2
medium orientation error 0:2  1:0
large orientation error
> 1:0
small position error
0:0  0:25
medium position error
0:25  1:5
large position error
> 1:5

m
rad
rad
rad
rad
m
m
m

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Table 5: Rocky 7 navigation parameters.
small
radius

(a)

large
radius
straight

Figure 8: Rocky 7 stereo vision processing step results:

(a) image pair (b) disparity, (c) elevation map, (d) obstacle
detection.
ti ed images are suitable for further processing for obstacle
detection.
Pyramid image processing results in left and right bandpass ltered, low-resolution images. Using these processed
image pairs, Figure 8 (b) shows the integer value disparities
computed using a correlation window. Subpixel disparities
are then computed for high-con dence disparity values and
processed using the camera model to get the elevation map
in Figure 8 (c). Bright areas indicate high spots, dark areas
indicate low areas or low-con dence regions.
The elevation map is analyzed for abrupt changes in
height or high-centering hazards. Figure 8 (d) indicates a
region where the rover is not able to traverse. The nal result of the processing is passed to the navigation algorithm
as a fuzzy classi cation of the region position: left, right,
or center. As indicated previously by Figure 6, the central
region is de ned as the width of the vehicle extending out
to 50 cm. The left and right regions are from either side of
the central region to the edge of the eld of view.

(b)

Figure 7: Rocky 7 navigation: (a) threading the needle,

(b) loop to goal.
to \thread the needle".
Step 6 describes the procedure for threading the needle.
The main concern in this procedure is that the rover will
enter a dead-end alley. Since the rover is considered to be
in the alley as long as obstacles remain to the immediate left
or right, the turn in place procedure is not possible. Therefore, if an obstacle is eventually detected straight ahead, the
rover retreats the entire remembered length of the alley and
resumes its original turn in place operations from Step 5,
also remembering how far it had turned and in which direction.
Step 7, loop to the goal, governs the steering of the rover
when clear of obstacles. After clearing an obstacle, the rover
does not turn to face the goal, but rather moves in an arc
toward it. This prevents the situation of turning away from
an obstacle in an avoidance move, and then turning back
toward it in an attempt to drive to the goal. The radius
of the arc is governed by the heading error of the rover, as
shown in Figure 7 (b): a small radius arc for large error,
large radius for medium error, and no turn for small error.
However, for some distances to the goal the smallest radius
arc may not be small enough, and the rover will begin to
orbit the goal. To prevent this, the rover will turn to face
the goal when within a medium distance error from it.

4.5 Kinematic Models

To move Rocky 7, we model the rover as a planar four wheel
vehicle, ignoring rocker-bogie positions. Then, the kinematics for Ackerman steering are employed 4]. Driving with the
steering wheels in the front or rear is allowed.
For manipulation the kinematics are described by Figure 9: The vehicle center is at c, facing direction v with
z up. The goal point and approach vector are given as g
and a. It is necessary to solve for the required rotation and
displacement of the vehicle, and x, and the arm angles
 = '   ]T .
The approach position is at p along a vector s from the
shoulder:

p = g + ^a (q ; g)  ^z
(1)

4.4 Stereo Vision

Rocky 7 has camera pair with 5 cm baseline at both ends of
the vehicle, enabling bi-directional driving with stereo vision
obstacle avoidance. Figure 8 shows the processing steps of
this strategy 8].
The image pair in Figure 8 (a) shows a rock eld with
a prominent obstacle in front of the rover. Using a camera
model developed by o-line calibration, these images are
warped to remove the radial distortion. The resulting rec-

s = q;p

^a  ^z

(2)
Due to its limited degrees of freedom, the arm must be
aligned within the plane containing s and g, by rotating
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θ

p
d
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g

Figure 9: Rocky 7 manipulation geometry.
and translating the rover (generating only rotation about
point q):
= cos;1 (v^  ^s)
x = jc ; qj

(3)
(4)

The unit vector in the direction of the projection of the goal
point onto s is:
d^ = ^s  (^s  ^a)
(5)
To orient the arm of length L in the plane of the approach
vector and reach the goal, the desired angles of the two
shoulder joints are:
 = sin;1

;


^z d^

(p ; g)  d^

j  j

L

1
0.8

(6)

Reflectance

' = sin;1

Figure 10: Rocky 7 spectrometer pointing.

(7)

Therefore, the alignment of the scoops along the approach
vector is:
 = cos;1 (^a  ^s) ; 
(8)
It is also necessary to move the vehicle to bring the goal
within reach:
x = L cos  ; jg + d ; qj

"palagonite"
"hematite"
"goethite"
"maghemite"
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0
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Figure 11: Spectra for several Mars-like substances.

(9)

Rocky 7's manipulator can dig a hole as deep as 10 cm, in
which such a seismometer can be buried. Development of
algorithms to perform these actions is in progress.
Finally, we have directly extended the navigation imaging
for scienti c use. Close-up, full resolution images, may be
obtained at designated way-points, as well as during other
operations such as digging. We are also integrating a laser
that will shine down the optical path of the spectrometer
and illuminate the surface before a spectrometer reading.
This laser spot can then be imaged, providing a record of
the exact location of a surface that was spectrographically
measured, giving more context to the data.

5 Science Mission
The primary purpose of a Mars Rover is to provide access to science targets on the surface, such as rocks and
soil. Therefore, we attempt to treat the integration and
use of science instruments as equally important as enabling
technologies like mobility and manipulation. Initially, three
science enabling capabilities have been considered: spectrographic pointing measurement, seismometer burial, and
close-up imaging.
As described in Section 2, Rocky 7 has an Ocean Optics
point spectrometer (sensitive from 350-800 nm) which can
be aimed by its manipulator, as shown in Figure 10. We
have used this spectrometer to measure and automatically
match spectra from a set of geologically interesting rock
types. Figure 11 shows the data for some of these tests.
Seismometer burial is desirable to provide good acoustic
coupling with the planet, and to lter wind noise. Proposed
micro-seismometers for Mars are housed in 5 cm diameter
cylindrical vessels, which can be grasped by the tongs on
Rocky 7's end-eector 3]. As illustrated by Figure 2 (b),

6 Outdoor Testing
To test Rocky 7 in a realistic environment, we have built
the MarsYard, a 15  25 meter outdoor test area that replicates the rock frequency distribution for three terrain types
categorized by Viking Mission data: Mars nominal, Viking
Lander 1, Viking Lander 2 9]. Figure 12 shows the least
dense of these terrains, Mars nominal. Each grid cell is one
6
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Figure 12: Rock distribution map for Mars nominal terrain.
meter square, and the icons represent the locations of rocks
of sizes 0-7.5 cm, 7.5-15 cm, 15-30 cm, and 30-60 cm.
As shown previously in Figure 5, all initial tests were
conducted in this terrain. A typical test scenario involved
the acquisition of set of lander images, speci cation by the
operator of a series of 5-10 way-points with several spectrometer pointing operations interspersed. The last spectrometer reading was typically followed by a dig operation.
Upon return to the lander, the soil was dumped, to demonstrate a sample return scenario. Future tests will extend
this functionality to non-line of sight traversals with more
science operations, as discussed earlier.

7 Summary
This paper has provided an overview of the newly developed
Rocky 7 Mars rover prototype. All aspects of the system
have been discussed: mechanical, electrical, computer, software, algorithms, science instruments, and initial tests. We
have discussed how this system demonstrates improvements
over its predecessors, and provides a viable path to ight for
upcoming missions planned in the next 10 years.
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